RAIL MOD. 89mm. (FOR FIXED PANEL)
- side

RAIL MOD. 89mm. (FOR MOBILE PANEL)
- side

RAIL MOD. 89mm. (FOR MOBILE PANEL)
- front

RAIL MOD. 89mm. (FOR FIXED PANEL)
- front

FIXED CLIP - front

FIXED CLIP - side

MOVABLE CLIP - front

MOVABLE CLIP - side

PANEL SPICING PIN - side

PANEL SPICING PIN - front

RAIL SPICING PIN - side

RAIL SPICING PIN - front

CADDY CLIP - side

CADDY CLIP - top

WOODEN RECESSED EDGE - side

LINEAR CLOSED PANEL MOD. 89 (36x15mm.) - sec

RAPID HANGER WITH WIRE HOOK - front

RAPID HANGER WITH WIRE HOOK - side